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A Word from Ruan
FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY
Achieving institutional financial sustainability is a goal that all non-profit organisations strive
for. Theoretically, this financial sustainability will enable us to cover our administrative costs
and to prioritize our activities to accomplish our mission. After all, “not-for-profit” does not
mean “for losses.”
If the corporate sector is efficient, in theory, non-profit organisations must be even more
efficient to reach their objectives. We cannot allow ourselves the luxury of relying on a stroke
of luck. Financial sustainability means ensuring the longevity of the organisation.
Financial sustainability can be gauged by an organisation’s net income (the surplus of
revenues over expenses); liquidity (the cash available to pay bills); and solvency (the
relationship of assets and debt or liabilities).
Organisational sustainability is the ability of the organisation to secure and manage sufficient
resources to enable it to fulfil its mission effectively and consistently over time without
excessive dependence on any single funding source.
Many factors influence the sustainability of an organisation. It includes: the operating
environment, national and local politics and policy, the activities of other organisations, the
availability of skilled personnel, and more. Understanding the nature and impact of these
influences on our organisation and programs is critical because it better prepares us to
anticipate and respond to changes in our external environment to generate sufficient
resources to consistently meet our clients’ needs. However, it is also important to
differentiate between those factors we can control and those we cannot.
The Covid-19 pandemic is an example of a factor we cannot control. The influence of the
pandemic on our business, through unplanned expenses, and loss of income due to units and
beds that could not be filled is enormous. Also, consider the negative impact of the pandemic
on the finances of our residents and their children.
We are fortunate in the sense that we could use
reserves to continue our business operations while
many other businesses had to close their doors
over the past year.
At this stage, we do not know how long this
“storm” will last. Careful planning and use of our
resources continue to be a priority to maintain
Trans-50 as a going concern.
Thank you to every staff member who maintained
our value of financial sustainability over the past
twelve months. Please continue to do the fantastic
work you do, while keeping in mind that we are
not out of the Covid-19 woods yet.
Stay safe, and stay healthy, your families and our
residents depend on you.
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BOIKETLONG LE BOITUMELONG
FUNKY MASKS
Marna managed to get a donation of funky new masks for all our staff members as well as our care
staff from Medwell and the security. We love them and are grateful that Trans-50 is always looking out
for the wellbeing of the staff, especially now with COVID causing so many people to get sick and die.
William Molaba

PROPERTY WORKSHOP by Herman Bredenhann

A virtual Property maintenance workshop was held from 16
February to 18 February 2021. Everybody attended from across
the country – without having to leave our offices. All aspects of
property management, building maintenance, new policies and
new technology were discussed over three days. Every Property
maintenance manager as well as our National property manager,
Managing Director and Directors specialises in different areas of
property management and maintenance. This knowledge was
shared with others and discussed extensively throughout the
workshop. I believe that the fact that we can always phone a
colleague for advice and support when we might experience a
challenge, is a very big advantage of working for Trans-50. One
of the topics that we have spent a lot of time on was Health and
Safety in all our villages. Trans-50 walks the extra mile to ensure
all our residents are safe and taken care of. New technology was
one of the exiting topics at the workshop and Trans-50 is always
looking for new and innovative technology to manage our
villages as cost-effective as possible. This workshop can also be
acknowledged as training for the attendees due to the vast
amount of knowledge and experience that has been shared. Trans-50 has very knowledgeable and
professional employees that are responsible for the upkeep of all the villages and your peace of mind.
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BOIKETLONG LE BOITUMELONG
STAFF YEAR-END FUNCTION

by Gideon Mogapi

2020 Brought about many changes and the staff at Jakaranda Park also decided to do things differently with regards to our year-end function. Instead of going out for the day, we stayed at the
village and had a huge amount of fun. We invited Brothers in Beat to come and facilitate a drumming session with the staff. We were divided into 2 teams and Team B – made up of our maintenance and cleaning staff – was crowned the drumming champions for the day. Teresa, Christi and
Allen also joined in the festivities and we all drummed our hearts out…….having to deal with sore
hands and wrists later on – but all worth it. Afterwards, we shared a tasty pizza and KFC.

WELLNESS DAY
During February the staff at Jakaranda Park were once again given the opportunity to quickly pop into
the clinic and get a thorough exam from sister Hermien Naudé. Testing our sugar, blood pressure and
oxygen we could all be assured that we are still “fighting fit” and in good health. Sister Hermien
advised on some of the results which needed attention and everybody could continue their day, feeling
confident and at peace.

WORLD AIDS DAY by Prescilla Mohlala
Everybody was so focussed on the new pandemic – COVID19 that hit us in 2020, that most of us forgot about the
other pandemic which has, for many years, had a much
bigger impact on the world.
On the 1st of December, the staff at Jakaranda Park
commemorated World Aids Day, taking time to think of
everybody who has been affected directly and indirectly by
HIV and Aids. Because we also know how important it is to
know our own status, we all went together to have a rapid
test done at Clicks.
Every person went in separately and the results were
discussed with us individually and remained confidential.
We all regard this as the right thing to do and enables us to deal with our own lives responsibly.
Afterwards, we all enjoyed a strawberry float together in an attempt to pacify William, Gideon and
Herman, who all complained about the painful needle prick on their fingers.
Thank you to our management who takes our health as seriously as we do.
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ROSESTAD
OUR STARS SHINE!

Staff members at Fichardt Park received Beyonder gifts from Ruan de Wet, our Managing Director. The
idea was to identify staff members who went the extra mile during the Covid-19 pandemic. These staff
members once again proved that we don’t only talk the talk, but walk the walk!

INTERNASIONALE BEWUSMAKING VELDTOGTE
Fichardt Park poog om aktief
betrokke te wees by Gemeenskapsaksies in die uitgebreide
Bloemfontein gemeenskap. Verskeie
uitreik aksies en bewusmaking
veldtogte is die afgelope paar
maande geloods.
Die Internasionale Vigs-dag is
gevier met ŉ inligting sessie en
kerse is aangesteek vir persone wat
gebuk gaan onder die siekte. Ons
vlam het ook hoog gebrand vir die
Kansa maand in Maart 2021. ‘n
Donasie is aan Kansa oorhandig vir
die onbaatsugtige diens wat hul
lewer.
Met die aanbreek van Loslitdag het
ons Alzheimer’s SA ondersteun. Die
jaar was die tema: Hand aan hand
vir gelykheid.
Alle personeellede het “Mickey
Mouse” ore gedra om net weer ons
verbintenis tot hierdie persone met
gestremdhede te beklemtoon.
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ROSESTAD
THANK YOU FOR BEING A HIGHLIGHT!
The Covid-19 pandemic was very challenging for all residents in Retirement Facilities. With levels of
total lockdown, controlled visits etc. Residents experienced cabin fever and families were frustrated
with some of the strict protocols that we had to adhere to, to keep our residents safe. Thanks to our
care staff for lending that extra hand, the wiping of a tear and the emotional support of residents
missing their children. We salute you!

WELKOM BABA JAYDEN!

Mariana Vorster het onlangs as ‘n geregistreerde
suster by die Fichardt Park span aangesluit.
Hierdie was egter ‘n “pakket” aanstelling.
In Februarie het die ooievaar hul gesin besoek
en is die pragtige seuntjie Jayden gebore.
Mariana baie geluk met die pragtige kleinding.
Mag hy sommer vir jul baie vreugde bring. Hier
is sommer ‘n klomp baba oppassers by die oord.
Hy is immers nou deel van die Fichardt Park
familie.
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WARM WORDS FROM WITFIELD PARK
LONG SERVICE AWARDS 2020
Witfield Park celebrated numerous employees’ long service during 2020 and Ruan de Wet awarded them
with their certificates at a recent ceremony. Thank you for your dedication, loyalty and passion shown to
our residents.

•
•
•
•
•

Faith Thwala

(Enrolled Nurse)

5 years

Refelwe Modiba (Care Practitioner)

5 years

Anna Sibanyoni (Care Practitioner)

5 years

Cara Johnstone (Care Manager)

5 years

Thandi Mpanza (Care Practitioner)

25 years

Thandi will be retiring on 30 April 2021 and Cara on 30 June 2021. We know they are leaving a legacy
behind.
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WARM WORDS FROM WITFIELD PARK
WORLD AIDS DAY 2020
On the 1st of December every year, the Witfield Park Team celebrates International World Aids Day.
This was once again the case during 2020 and this celebration is in honour of the friends and
relatives of our employees who are HIV positive or have lost loved ones due to Aids. It was a candle
lighting ceremony and our Care Manager, Cara Johnstone, did such a special and heart-warming
prayer. The staff sang a few spiritual songs and afterwards all enjoyed some treats.
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PALM’S PRET
STAFF YEAR-END FUNCTION
Our staff had the opportunity to go on
the City Sightseeing bus for their year
end. City Sightseeing followed protocols
by having sanitisers at the door & we
provided extra masks. The top of the bus
is open and staff tried to distance
themselves from one another. Our first
stop was Kirstenbosch. We could stroll in
their beautifully kept gardens. We
followed the Blue route which visited
Hout Bay and Constantia. We ended in
Camps bay where we enjoyed pizza and
some even went into the ocean to wet,
not only the toes. Thank you Trans-50
for this wonderful year end function. We
appreciate it.

IBC EXAMS

ROLAND’S FAREWELL!

Our students recently wrote their tests for the IBC
programme. The nerves were shot and they had to
have their cup of coffee before they could start. We
support our students all the way. Thank you Christa
Pretorius for all your support and hard work.
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The team from Panorama Palms bid
farewell to Roland George who has been
working at the Palms for 16 years and 6
months. Roland has a special gift of
knowing where each resident lives and
what make of car they drive. He was
one of our friendliest and most reliable
workers. Roland, we will miss you.
Wishing you all the best for your
retirement and the next chapter of your
life.

PALM’S PRET
ICE CREAM DAY

HANDS DOWN YOU ARE
THE BEST!

Trans-50 Panorama Palms celebrated Ice cream
day with our residents and our staff. Here is our
Admin team, Christelle van Noordwyk, Alida van
der Bank and Thomalene Davids, all enjoying the
ice cream on a hot summers day.

Our staff were spoiled on Valentine's day with
Sweetie Pies and hand sanitiser, which is a
very practical gift during these times. We
wanted to show them that “Hand’s down they
are the Best”.

WEEKEND SPECIAL BY OUR CARERS
Our care staff used their initiative to dress up as older men and women to surprise the residents and
dance for them. We have seen how these dress ups and the interaction between staff and residents
flow into joy, laughter and excitement. Thank you for using your initiative and creativity to enhance our
residents’ lives.
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ACACIA NUUSTAK
STAFF FUNCTION
During the staff function held at Acacia Park, the manager Vanessa, also presented the Beyonders with
the "Beyonder Awards" from our managing director, Ruan de Wet. These special awards were presented
to employees who went beyond the call of duty during the COVID-19 outbreak at the village by working
additional shifts, working overtime and volunteering to work in the COVID-19 unit. What remarkable
employees we have. Thank you!
Sr Maria Lekhobo also held a minute of silence to remember those who have passed away as a result of
COVID and HIV, as 1 December marked International AIDS day. Staff enjoyed the function, although we
had to do so while maintaining social distancing and all other safety protocols.

NIC TRAINING
During these unprecedented times, it is important to ensure that we
understand the COVID protocols and that our villages comply with all the
regulations to keep residents and employees safe.
During the month, the care manager and lifestyle consultant from Acacia Park
attended a training session hosted by the National Institute Community
Development and management.
Thank you for the valuable information

CARE PLAN MEETINGS
Having care plan meetings has never been easier
as Trans-50 has gone digital with our care
records.
Once a month we review our resident's care
plans in consultation with the family and the
resident to ensure that we are assisting them
where needed.
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ACACIA NUUSTAK
CARE PRACTITIONERS’ DANCING
Have you ever wondered how you can enhance communication with a loved one who is living with
Alzheimer's disease? At Trans-50 we use a variety of skills and methods to communicate. It can be as
simple as using validation or by just having fun through dance/movement therapy. Movement therapy
provides an outlet for self-expression and supports that mind, body, and spirit are connected and that
individuals should be treated in such a way that supports the integration of these three components.
Here are some residents from Acacia Park having fun through dance. Thank you to our care
practitioners who love dancing with and supporting our residents.

SINGING TO RESIDENTS

The pandemic and restriction on visitation to our village have had a very negative effect on all of us at
Acacia Park. For this reason, our lifestyle consultant Carla and the team of care practitioners decided to
walk past our residents' units while singing and worshipping. The effect this had on our residents was
enormous - some met us outside with tears streaming down their faces. Thank you to our care team
for your passion, commitment, and support. You are amazing! Please remember you can arrange visits
with your loved ones by contacting Sr. Lekhobo, Carla or Karen.
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ACACIA NUUSTAK
TRAINING
At Acacia Park, training and development of existing employees have been identified as the process
through which the organisation will enrich itself as a result of the competencies and values required to
achieve its strategic objectives. We believe that the continual improvement of skills and knowledge and
core competencies is key to our long term viability. Here is our care manager, Sr Maria Lekhobo busy
training staff on our leave policies and infection control. Thank you for your hard work and dedication,
Maria.

ALZHEIMER’S TRAINING

FAREWELL, LIZE

This training was held by Emsie Malan and
Anneri Robberts from Alzheimer’s South Africa.
It was only for 8 of our staff that already did the
full 4-day course.
This course was just a
refresher. She showed the video Clear the fog
as part of this training. This video is just a few
minutes long and is about a man diagnosed with
Alzheimer’s.

At Acacia park, we bid farewell to our
administrator, Lize Joubert. Lize's husband has
been transferred to Cape Town. The management
team at Acacia Park held a breakfast function to
say farewell. Thank you for your love and support
shown to our residents and the team. We will
miss you. Wishing you all the best in your new
venture.
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ACACIA NUUSTAK
APPRECIATION DAY.
On Friday 05 March was National staff appreciation day. We made up a little parcel that says: You are
the best. Inside was ‘n little bottle of hand sanitiser and a red lollypop. Thanks to all our staff for their
dedication and hard work. We appreciate you all very much.
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COVID-19: REFLECTING ON THE GLOBAL
PANDEMIC OF THE PAST YEAR
On 4 March 2021, it has been one year since the first person tested positive for Covid-19 in South
African. As a nation, with customs and practices such as “Umuntu ngumuntu ngabantu” (meaning a
person is a person through other people), close family relationships and a love for socialising with
“lekker braaivleis en pap”, we were forced to change everything about our existence as we knew it.
The changes included living through hard lockdowns where we could not see family or friends. We got
caught up in the global frenzy and in preparation for the pandemic, bought all the toilet paper and
flour we could get our hands on (we all suddenly thought we would become bakers and master chefs).
Birthday parties were made up of a drive-by of friends and blowing on a birthday cake became taboo.
Contact with family was restricted to phone calls and Zoom became a household name.
At work, we could not meet up with colleagues during lunch and had to sit meters apart. We had a
glimpse of how people with leprosy were treated a hundred years ago. To top it all off, we were issued
with “moon suits” (PPE) and uncomfortable masks, making easy breathing a luxurious commodity. As
if this was not enough, face shields were added to our dress code, obscuring our vision, and forcing us
to rely solely on touch to enable us to identify the person next to us. We have laughed and we have
cried. We have been anxious, worried, tired, confused, and scared. We lived in fear of contracting the
virus and the impact it could have on our health, the effect it could have on our family and the impact
it would have on the residents we care for.
From April 2020 to February 2021 all our villages have been affected by employees and residents
testing positive. We have had family and friends pass away after being infected. This has made us
even more aware of our own vulnerability. It has, however, not prevented our employees from
getting up each morning and coming to work to serve others, irrespective of the constant fear of
possibly getting infected.
The first wave of infection caught most people off guard as the new virus and the way it was spread or
transmitted, was still unclear. We prepared as best we could – spending hours practising how to
safely master the donning and doffing of our PPE. Each village instantly started resembling an ICU –
with hand sanitisers everywhere! Residents were restricted from moving around freely and for the
first time in my 15 years with the company, we implemented visiting hours/controlled visits to
residents.
What is evident though, is that all your hard work and training, as well as the experience you have
gained from the first outbreak, has ensured that we have had a significant decline in infections during
the second wave (November 2020 – January 2021), in comparison to the first wave of infections - and
for this, I commend you all!
In preparation for the anticipated 3rd wave of infection (April), I encourage you to continue your
training and stay vigilant. Be responsible by maintaining social
distancing, avoiding parties and large gatherings of people, wash your
hands and wear your mask – at work and home. We are now in the
privileged position that the Government has obtained vaccines for all
healthcare and frontline workers. Some of the staff at Acacia Park
have received their vaccines. Half of the employees who received the
Johnson & Johnson vaccine experienced mild side-effects and the
other half did not experience any side-effects at all. This makes us
hopeful that all our employees (including non-healthcare workers) will
consider getting vaccinated.
Here, on the left, is our care manager from Acacia Park, Sr. Maria
Lekhobo, receiving her vaccine. Well done Maria, we are proud of you
and your team!
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COVID-19: REFLECTING ON THE GLOBAL
PANDEMIC OF THE PAST YEAR
I would like to extend Trans-50’s gratitude to the managers, care practitioners, lifestyle team, nursing
staff, maintenance staff, the cleaning and catering staff and security companies for your hard work and
dedication and your continued efforts in the fight to keep our residents safe.
I came across this letter that was written by a patient (anonymous) to nurses/carers which accurately
summarises some of the challenges you have faced and overcome – thank you!

Liewe nurse,
Sorry as ek so begin, maar ek het gewik en geweeg tussen “verpleegster” of “suster”, toe onthou ek
van die paar mans wat ook nurses is en toe settle ek maar vir “nurse”. Ek hoop nie dit klink verkeerd
nie.
Jy is natuurlik een van daai mense wie se werk nog nooit maklik was nie. Ek bedoel: jy dra aan en
maak skoon, luister na stories en word soms beskuldig dat jy iemand se iets laat wegraak het of dit
selfs gesteel het, of nie vinnig genoeg gekom het nie.
Jy werk nog altyd op die cutting edge tussen sieker en beter en lewe en dood. Daai is nie ŉ maklike
plek nie.
En nou.
Nou is dit al ŉ hele (helse) 12 maande van nog iets by, ŉ nuwe siekte met nuwe treatments en nuwe
tegnieke en ŉ ellelange rits nuwe uitdagings. We salute you. Jy is een ongelooflike mens.
Maar ons wil ook dankie sê. Dankie dat jou hart is waar jou hart is, en dat jou hande ook daar is. Dankie dat jy inspuit en opsit, verstel en kussings skud en skuif. En afvee. Dankie dat jy afvee.
Dankie dat jy luister. Dankie dat jy jou eie lugtyd gebruik om mense te laat Whatsapp call. Dankie dat
jy daai laaste gesprekke moontlik gemaak het. Dankie dat hulle hul mense kon hoor, en sien.
Dankie dat jy op jou tande byt sonder dat enigiemand dit sien. Dankie vir die grappies.
Dankie dat jy aanhou om diep te grawe wanneer die grappies ook nie meer aankom of snaaks is nie.
Dankie dat jy uithou en aanhou.
Ons is jammer as ons jou nie voor vandag waardeer het nie, of selfs neergekyk het op jou. Dis ons
fout daai, ons bad. Sorry.
Mag daar vir jou ŉ bederf iewers wag, hande om jou seer voete te vryf (of te salf) en sagte duime wat
jou seer skouers kan probeer beter druk.
Mag daar altyd iemand wees om jou te dien soos jy ander dien.
Mooi loop.
ŉ Pasiënt.
Take care of yourself and each other.

Christi Louw
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PANORAMA PALMS
Sr Linda Petersen
We are so happy to welcome Sr Linda Petersen as part
of the Panorama Palms’ team. She worked as an ICU
sister for fifteen years at Vincent Pallotti Hospital. She
also has five years of experience at Panorama dialysis.
For the past two years, she worked for Ampath N1 City.
This also assisted us during the Covid-19 testing.
Sr Petersen, we hope you will be very happy at
Panorama Palms.

WITFIELD PARK
Ons het onlangs twee nuwe personeellede by Witfield
Park aangestel.
Ons nuwe ontvangsdame is ALICIA BOTHA (regs) en sy
het gedurende November 2020 diens aanvaar. Sy is
getroud met Byron en het drie kinders.

Die nuwe leefstylkonsultant is MONIQUE VAN
WESTHUIZEN (links) en sy is getroud met Nardus.

DER

Witfield Park is trots om die eerste Trans-50 oord te wees
wat ‘n arbeidsterapeut as leefstylkonsultant aan te stel.
Albei dames het gemaklik by hul nuwe werkkring
ingeskakel en ons wens hulle beide baie gelukkige
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Long Service Awards
35 Years
Alida van der Bank

Branch Accounts

PANORAMA PALMS

January

Elsa Steyn

Care Practitioner

WITFIELD PARK

February

Lorraine Hlongwane

Care Practitioner

WITFIELD PARK

February

Care Practitioner

FICHARDT PARK

February

Shannon Mzenzi

Care Practitioner

ACACIA PARK

February

Justine Snyders

Care Practitioner

PANORAMA PALMS

February

Priscilla Benjamin

Care Practitioner

PANORAMA PALMS

March

Wendy Fellows

Branch Accounts

FICHARD PARK

January

Lydia Ngoma

Care Practitioner

ACACIA PARK

February

Marcelle Snell

Care Practitioner

PANORAMA PALMS

February

Janelyne Abrahams

Care Practitioner

PANORAMA PALMS

February

Sonja Raman

Registered Nurse

WITFIELD PARK

March

Desiree Koopman

Care Practitioner

ACACIA PARK

March

Dorah Molifi

Care Practitioner

FICHARDT PARK

April

25 Years

15 Years
Martha Letsitsa

10 Years

5 Years
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MPANZA
ZASS
NGWENYA
MZENZI
SEETELO
BRONKHORST
NEWMAN
MOSS
SILIKANSIE
STEENEKAMP

6 WIT
7 PAN
9 WIT
10 ACA
10 ACA
12 WIT
13 PAN
15 ACA
15 FIC
15 FIC

ELMA
MICHELLE
SANDRA
FREDDIE
NORMAN
JACK
WILLIAM
MARIETA
NONTU
MBALI
HARIET

KOCK
RUTGERS
FORTUIN
CALITZ
TAYLOR
DE JAGER
MOLABA
NEL
MOSIUOA
MNGWEVU
SMITH

19 ACA
21 PAN
21 PAN
22 HO
23 HO
24 PAN
26 JAK
26 FIC
27 FIC
28 WIT
30 PAN

May 2021

THABANG
ALLEN
KEDIBONE
ROSINA
GLORIA
MAGDALENE
NTOMBI
HOLLYNESS
LINDA
ESTHER

THOLE
VAN DE WEIDE
KGOMOTSHWANE
MOHALE
MAROPE
LOMBARD
SIXABA
OLIPHANT
PETERSEN
ILUNGA

4 ACA
7 HO
8 ACA
9 WIT
9 ACA
12 PAN
13 HO
13 ACA
15 PAN
16 WIT

FELICITY
OLIVE
LILLY
CLAIRE
NOMBUSO
MARILYN
ANNA
VHONANI
SYLVIA
CARA

PALM
MONOSI
WAKEFIELD
MARAIS
MTUNGWA
FRANCIS
KOK
NEMAKONDE
SISUSA
JOHNSTONE

17 ACA
19 FIC
19 PAN
22 HO
24 WIT
24 PAN
26 ACA
26 ACA
27 PAN
29 WIT

June 2021

JOEY
GADIJA
GERT
FRIEDA
NOKUTHULA
DANIEL
AUDREY
JAMES
DENISE

LOURENS
PETERS
ELS
GROND
BHUNU
SOAISA
JONKERS
CLOETE
SKILPAD

3 HO
3 PAN
4 HO
6 ACA
6 PAN
10 WIT
12 PAN
12 PAN
15 ACA

KAGISHO
JULIA
ANN
LEANDE
SHAUN
ELSA
DES
THANDI
BERNICE

MANZANE
HERCULES
CLARK
THYSSEN
RAMSBOTTOM
PRETORIUS
MOSS
MABONA
KOKOTELA

15 ACA
15 PAN
23 ACA
23 PAN
25 HO
26 JAK
27 PAN
28 ACA
30 WIT

EVETTE
FRANSINA
MARIE
BRENDA
WILLA
GUGU
HOPE
FAUSTINA
ESTELYN
JAFTA

ENGELBRECHT
CLOETE
MATELA
ADAMS
WILLEMSE
MAEBELA
DASSIE
OGUNTIBEJU
COAKLEY
MOKHOTHU

1
2
3
3
4
5
7
9
11
12

ACA
PAN
FIC
PAN
PAN
WIT
PAN
PAN
ACA
FIC

GIDEON
DESIREE
BUSISIWE
YOLANDA
DIRK
SIBONGILE
DINKWETSE
WENDY
ROSINA
ERICK
CHRISTA

MOGAPI
KOOPMAN
NKOSI
CARNOW
VAN DEN BERG
LANGA
DENGEZI
FELLOWS
SENOSHA
NDLOVU
PRETORIUS

17 JAK
17 ACA
20 WIT
21 PAN
22 HO
22 WIT
22 ACA
23 FIC
27 WIT
27 WIT
30 HO

SANDRA
THOMAS
BELLA
ZENDA
CYNTHIA
SELINA
DOREEN
MARTIN
LERATO

JOSEPHS
LEHUNGWANE
MATHABATHE
MCANDA
MOKWENA
LEBENYA
MALGAS
ZIERVOGEL
MORALUKI

2
3
6
10
11
12
14
14
15

PAN
WIT
ACA
ACA
FIC
FIC
ACA
PAN
FIC

MARLYNE
LASHAUN
MIKHIAL
CHRISTELLE
LYDIA
LYN
NIKIWE
MARTHA
JEANICE
MILA

PHILLIPS
DU TOIT
ESSOP
VAN NOORDWYK
NGOMA
VAN ROOYEN
NYAMBI
PICHARDY
KARELSE
BAM

15 PAN
16 ACA
19 ACA
20 PAN
21 ACA
22 HO
23 WIT
25 PAN
26 ACA
26 PAN

August 2021

July 2021

April 2021

THANDI
EMMY
THUBA
SHANNON
MARY
MARIE
LYDIA
RONEL
JUDITH
ANITA
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JOIN US ON THE FOLLOWING SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS:

Trans_50

Trans-50 Association

Trans50retirementvillage
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